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Abstract

Collaborative inquiry learning are made possible by the development of cloud based application such as Google Doc or Microsoft Office Web apps. With single sign on permission on an email account students can edit and work on task based or research paper collaboratively, while on presentation and data tabulation they can create a rich media content by adding video, hyperlink to a website, interviewed voice or iffen an animation. Students are allowed to exchange their idea, data or opinion that they have collected discuss and proposed it in a paper or presentation in their process of learning. While teacher need to design the theme, essential rule and rubric of assessment on the process. This study use an exploratory methods to explore and experiment more to the design methods of teaching and learning also with the usage of cloud-based application that can foster students collaborative inquiry learning. Cloud based application that used in this study is Google drive document and mindmeister adds on As the result of the study is teacher have a variation on teaching method that will foster students-based inquiry learning that integrated with language, Science, ICT and art Skills. While students have an engaging and integrated learning experience while studying how to collaborate with others and build up their knowledge through inquiry based learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As an educator, we have the obligation to always foster student’s curiosity in learning so that the students always have passion in exploring, researching knowledge that is share and instructed by their teacher. One of the approaches is inquiry-based learning. Inquiry learning is a pedagogical strategy that cover some approaches of teaching and learning process such as problem –based learning, project-based learning, design-based learning and constructivism. By emphasizing on collaboration in inquiry learning, teachers are fostering student exploration of knowledge, problem solving, critical thinking and understanding of scientific concepts. This approach can be achieved by following six fundamental steps as familiarizing with subject, generating question, exploring knowledge and data collection, interpreting data, revising and drawing conclusions and reporting [5].

In student-centered learning, student are the object of teaching and learning process that enforcing question and generation of idea as a driver of inquiry-based learning. Students will explore and research more to ensure that knowledge is dynamic thing which have more than one correct answer. It will make teaching learning process alive. Inquiry-based learning may occur on individual task, but effectively beneficial if the student have discussion and intensive interaction with teachers and with their friends. Collaborative inquiry learning is used when intensive collaboration work during lesson process as students work to generate idea or solve problem in group.

As the development of technology especially internet, education work seamlessly cut of wall of regional or zonal boundary and time limitation. Students and teacher can connect each other every time, anywhere in teaching learning process. As E-learning were used, students can have more time to review their lesson or try test using e-learning environment, but there are limitation of e-learning where students have to collaborate with others in solving problem or explaining scientific process of learning from their own perspective. Cloud application were used by google in forms of google document which included documents, spreadsheet, presentation and drawing. Later it revert to google drive in mid-term of 2013. At the beginning it is used to create and open office document using single sign on account in gmail. As it develop to google drive it diverse more application such as mindmeister
as creator of mind mapping tool.

Using google drive as a cloud application, students are be able to open up their inquiry learning subject and collaborate with others in different place within the same or different time without historical log as information who collaborate and in what time he or she edited the document that will be describe more on study phase below.

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTION

So, based on the above introduction, we define and enlist it into some research question as follow:
- a. How to foster collaborative inquiry learning design a cultural edutainment web portal as an alternative teaching learning and assessment process?
- c. Why do we use cloud application in fostering collaborative inquiry learning?

1.2. RESEARCH PURPOSES

Based on the above explanations, the purposes of this research are as follow:
- a. Describing and experimenting on fostering collaborative inquiry learning using cloud application provided in google drive.
- c. As a reference for the development concept of fostering collaborative inquiry learning using cloud application

1.3. RESEARCH COVERAGES

The coverage of this research will only cover usage of document collaboration and mind mapping lesson learn using google documents and mindmester adds on. The target of this research’s result is university students in statistic class ranging from the age of 15 to 20 in the first year leavel.

2. RELATED THEORY

2.1 DEFINING INQUIRY BASED LEARNING AND COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY LEARNING.

Inquiry based learning is a meaningful approach that being emphasizes by several author especially in developing scientific literacy at the beginning. In which traditional approach only focus on memorization of scientific facts and information of phenomena, while inquiry based refer to scientific knowledge as a process developed as product of inquiry that encourage students to find inquiry based solutions for authentic problem[10]

Collaborative inquiry learning as discussed on the introduction above is an inquiry learning of knowledge that enforce a collaborative work with peers or teacher in learning process. It follow 6 steps that are developed into four phase of collaborative inquiry models that is purposed and summarized in table 1[7]. In order for learners to catch the focus in each phase, the learning in each phase is further divided into various learning activities, each corresponding to a learning objective, such as inquiry skills and collaboration skills. Table 1 shows the learning activities in each phase and their corresponding learning objectives for practicing inquiry skills or collaboration skills, as well as the results in each phase [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Learning activities</th>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>1. Individual reading of the material. 2. Forming hypothesis 3. Constructing Individual concept maps</td>
<td>1. Familiarising with the topic. 2. Forming hypothesis</td>
<td>1. Individual concept maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>1. Looking for supportive evidence on the web 2. Revising concept maps and editing notepads according to new evidence</td>
<td>1. Exploring 2. Revising</td>
<td>3. Revised individual concept maps 4. Individual notepads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 DEFINITION OF CLOUD-BASED APPLICATION

With vast development of access and sharing content internet without reference of underlying infrastructure, cloud computing establish to extend the paradigm to make application have the capabilities to be exposed as services in a virtual environment [2]. Cloud computing are provide by Google, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and Sun Microsystem. By using cloud computing user doesn’t have to think or have technical expertise about the infrastructure, they only need to know which part of the service or software that they need and share with other.

Cloud computing technology are beginning to be used in education, as it easier the process of sharing files and do collaborative work. There are packages of software that were very easy to use as part of cloud computing called Software as a Services (SaaS) related to collaborate, sharing and creative e-learning system. The software that used as productivity tool called cloud based application, included word processing, spreadsheet, database, presentation, drawing and more adds ons. Cloud-based application like Google Drive and Microsoft office 365 is very easy to share content collaboratively from creation of file, distribution, sharing, chat over discussion on file and seeing historical change of files. Cloud based application also provide low cost alternative software and storage, where teacher, students and its peers can get access to open, edit and chat over the file they work together everywhere and anytime as long as they have internet connection and a browser to open it without boundary of time and space.

Cloud-based application that were used in this study is google drive as it speed and single sign on account is faster and more familiar then others.

Table 1: Literature review on Collaborative inquiry learning and cloud computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title and author</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Al-Zoube. Mohammed[10]  
*E-learning on the cloud* | It presents a cloud computing based solution for building a virtual and personal learning environment which combines a wide range of technology, and tools to create an interactive tool for science education. The proposed environment is intended for designing and monitoring of educational content as well as creating a platform for exploring ideas. The system allows exchange of educational content and integrate different pedagogical approaches to learning and teaching under the same environment. | Reference on cloud computing, cloud-based application and its implementation on education. |
*Using Cloud Computing for E-learning Systems* | It presents the positive impact of using cloud computing architectures upon e-learning solutions development. It focuses on the benefits of cloud computing for e-learning solutions and the e-learning project management challenges when this architecture is used. | the concept and reference of e-learning system by using cloud computing |
| 3   | Tractenberg. L, Struchiner. M,  
Okada. A.  
*A case of web-based collaborative inquiry learning using OpenLearn technologies.* | It adopted a web-based collaborative inquiry-learning model supported by UK Open University’s Open Learn technologies: a community-led virtual learning environment based on Moodle called LabSpace, and a knowledge mapping software called Compendium. Results indicate that the implementation of the web-based inquiry-learning model we have proposed was relatively | Reference to on web based collaborative inquiry-learning model and rubrics system to measure the implementation. |
successful and adequate to the learning setting. Rubrics’ scores point to an overall improvement of students’ maps and presentations. Reports on students’ satisfaction with different aspects of the course were positive. Nevertheless, further investigation on the validity and reliability of the rubrics is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>K-E.Chang, Y-T. Sung &amp; C-L. Lee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Web-based collaborative inquiry learning”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This study proposes a web-based collaborative inquiry learning system. This system uses the World-wide web (WWW) as a source of knowledge exploration, and provides exploratory problems to guide students to think and explore. A concept map is used as a tool of anchoring and representing knowledge during inquiry process. In the process of learning, learners are allowed to exchange the evidence they have collected, their personal opinions, and the concept maps that they have built. In order to effectively integrate the inquiry learning, collaborative learning, and concept map in the system, this study proposes a collaborative inquiry learning model and related learning activities. Two studies were constructed based on the collaborative inquiry learning model to investigate students’ learning processes in the collaborative inquiry learning on the web.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference on web-based collaborative inquiry learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the above researches, this research is different in the way the tool that we use and concept of collaborative inquiry-based learning using cloud-based application.

3. STUDY

3.1 Study 1

In this study, students were given challenge and inquire to define subject they learn on statistics subject, theory that related in a form of mind map using mindmeister plugins in google drive. The students are collaborating by inquiring subset of statistic subject. Finding their own resources and reference from internet and resume understanding of it using their own word, put up the link on text, video and hyperlink to their reference. They collaborate by dividing and completing each other subset mind map as describe in fig. 1 below.
Result of this study are students still have difficulties in using the technology at the first and second session, but very excited and interested on the process of researching definition and resuming it. They find their own understanding of the concept, share it with others, able to view the others and collaborate to conceptualize lesson they will and ongoing process of learning statistics.

3.2 Study 2

In this study, students were given challenge to answer question that given in google drive document on group about standard deviation and variance chapter of statistic subject. They inquire the answer among each other, find references and collaborate by dividing into group to complete each other based on question given as describe in fig. 2 below.

Result of this study, students and teacher can view who is active. For those who is inactive they will be motivated as their name will not appeared on the document. 85% of 40 student population felt interested and excited as they can do work collaboratively in different places and in different time although there is targeted time instructed and appeared on the documents.

4. Conclusion

a. This research is done by describing ways to foster collaborative inquiry learning through cloud-based application document and mind mapping concept adds on provided in google drive

b. Using Cloud-based application make it easier the teacher in watching the process as well as student excited in researching and defining concept by inquiring it collaboratively with peers with no limitation of time and space, low cost application without having technical skills to administrate the infrastructure.
c. Teaching and learning process given another way by using advance on internet technology such as cloud-based application.
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